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Dear Reader,

Thank you for choosing Stop Staring: Facial Modeling and

Animation Done Right, Third Edition. This book is part of a

family of premium-quality Sybex books, all of which are

written by outstanding authors who combine practical

experience with a gift for teaching.

Sybex was founded in 1976. More than 30 years later,

we’re still committed to producing consistently exceptional

books. With each of our titles, we’re working hard to set a

new standard for the industry. From the paper we print on,

to the authors we work with, our goal is to bring you the

best books available.

I hope you see all that reflected in these pages. I’d be very

interested to hear your comments and get your feedback on

how we’re doing. Feel free to let me know what you think

about this or any other Sybex book by sending me an email

at nedde@wiley.com. If you think you’ve found a technical

error in this book, please visit http://sybex.custhelp.com.

Customer feedback is critical to our efforts at Sybex.

Best regards,

Neil Edde

Vice President and Publisher

Sybex, an Imprint of Wiley

mailto:nedde@wiley.com
http://sybex.custhelp.com/
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Introduction

Animation has got to be the greatest job in the world. When

you get started, you just want to do everything, all at once,

but can’t decide on one thing to start with. You animate a

walk, you animate a run, maybe even a skip or jump, and

it’s all gratifying in a way people outside of animation may

never be lucky enough to understand. After a while, though,

when the novelty aspects of animation start to wear off, you

turn deeper into the characters and find yourself wanting to

learn not only how to move, but how to act. When you get

to that place, you need more tools and ideas to fuel your

explorations.

Animation is clearly a full-body medium, and pantomime

can take years to master. The face, and subtleties in acting

such as the timing of a blink or where to point the eyes, can

take even longer and be more difficult than conquering

pantomime. Complex character, acting, and emotion are

almost exclusively focused in the face and specifically in the

eyes. When you look at another person, you look at their

eyes; when you look at an animated character, you look at

their eyes too. That’s almost always where the focus of your

attention is whether you mean for it to be or not. We may

remember the shots of the character singing and dancing or

juggling while walking as amazing moments, but the

characters we fall in love with on the screen, we fall in love

with in close-ups.

Stop Staring is different than what you may be used to in a

computer animation book. This is not a glorified manual for

software; this is about making decisions, really learning how

to evaluate contextual emotional situations, and choosing

the best acting approach. You’re not simply told to do A, B,

and C; you’re told why you’re doing them, when you should

do them, and then, how to make it all possible.



Why This Book

There is nothing else like Stop Staring available to real

animators with hard questions and big visions for great

characters. Most references have more to do with drawing

and musculature and understanding the realities of what is

going on in a face than with the application of those ideas.

While that information is invaluable, it is not nearly tangible

and direct enough for people under a deadline who need to

produce results fast. Elsewhere, you can learn about all of

the visual cues that make up an expression, but then you

have to take that and dissect a set of key shapes you want

to build and joints you have to rig. You’ll likely run into

conflicting shapes, resulting in ugly faces, even though each

of those shapes alone is fantastic.

Stop Staring breaks down, step-by-step, how to get any

expressions you want or need for 99 percent of production-

level work quickly and easily—and with minimum shape

conflict and quick, easy control. You’ll learn much of what

you could learn elsewhere while also picking up information

more pertinent to your immediate tasks that you might not

learn elsewhere. Studying a brush doesn’t make you a

painter, using one does, and that is what this book is all

about—the doing and the learning all at once.

Who Should Read This Book

If you’ve picked it up and you’re reading this right now, then

you have curiosity about facial modeling, animation, or

rigging, whether you have a short personal project in mind,

plan to open your own studio, or already work for a big

studio and just want to know more about the process from

construction all the way through setup to good acting. If

you’re a student trying to break into the industry, this book

will show you how to add that extra something special—how



to be the one that stands out in a pile of demo reels—by

having characters that your audience can really connect

with.

If you have curiosity in regard to creating facial setups, or

just animating them, you’re holding the answer to your

questions. I’ll show you how to get this stuff done efficiently,

easily, and with style.

Maya and Other 3D Apps

There are obviously some technical specifics in getting a

head set up and ready for character-rich animation, so to

speak to the broadest audience possible, the instruction

centers primarily around Autodesk’s Maya. The concepts,

however, are completely program-agnostic, and readers

have applied the concepts to almost every 3D program

there is.

How Stop Staring Is Organized

While Stop Staring will get you from a blank screen to a

talking character, it is also organized to be a reference-style

book. Anything you might want to know about the

underlying concepts of the how and the why of facial

animation is in Part I. Everything to do with the mouth—all

animation, modeling, and shape-building—is in Part II. Part

III takes you through everything related to the brows and

eyes. Part IV brings all of the pieces together, both literally

and conceptually.

Part I, “Getting to Know the Face,” teaches you the basic

approach used throughout the book. Each chapter in this

part is expanded into detailed explanation in a later part of

the book: Chapter 1 in Part II, Chapter 2 in Part III, and

Chapter 3 in Part IV.



Chapter 1, “Learning the Basics of Lip Sync,” introduces

speech cycles and visemes.

Chapter 2, “What the Eyes and Brows Tell Us,” defines

and outlines the effect of the top of the face on your

character.

Chapter 3, “Facial Landmarking,” brings in broader

effects such as tilts, wrinkles, and even the back of the

head!

Part II, “Animating and Modeling the Mouth,” refines the

viseme list and sync technique, then shows how to build

key shapes and set them up with an interface.

Chapter 4, “Visemes and Lip Sync Technique,” delves

deeply into how to model for effective sync and shows

that building good sync is less work than you thought but

harder than it seems.

Chapter 5, “Constructing a Mouth and Nose,” attacks the

detailed modeling you’ll need for a full range of speech

shapes.

Chapter 6, “Mouth Keys,” shows you a real-world system

for building key sets—one that invests time in the right

shapes early so you can later focus on artistry

undistracted.

Part III, “Animating and Modeling the Eyes and Brows,”

guides you through creating a tool to put the book’s

concepts in practice beyond the mouth. From there you’ll

learn how to create focus and thought through the eyes.

Chapter 7, “Building Emotion: The Basics of the Eyes,”

shows you which eye movements do and don’t have an

emotional impact—and how years of watching cartoons

have programmed us to expect certain impossible brow

moves!

Chapter 8, “Constructing Eyes and Brows,” guides you

through building the eyeballs first, then the lids/sockets,

and connecting all of that to a layout for the forehead



and eventually shows you how to make a simple skull to

attach everything else to.

Chapter 9, “Eye and Brow Keys,” applies the key set

system from Chapter 6 to the top of the face, bringing in

bump maps for texture and realism.

Part IV, “Bringing It Together,” takes all the pieces you’ve

built in Parts II and III and brings them together into one

head and then shows you how to weight and rig them for

use.

Chapter 10, “Connecting the Features,” teaches you to

take each piece of the head—eyes, brows, and mouth,

plus new features such as the side of the face and the

ears—pull all of it into a scene together, and attach them

to each other cleanly.

Chapter 11, “Skeletal Setup, Weighting, and Rigging,”

focuses on rigging your head, including creating the

necessary skeleton and weighting each of your shapes

for the most flexibility in production. In this chapter,

you’ll learn to use a system to control any eye and lid

setup and how to create sticky lips.

Chapter 12, “Interfaces for Your Faces,” demonstrates the

benefit of arranging and automating your setup to make

all your tools accessible and easy to use. There are ways

to share interfaces as well as get very intricate shape

relationships with very little work.

Chapter 13, “Squash, Stretch, and Secondaries,” takes all

the concepts taught up to this point and turns them a

little sideways. This chapter introduces a few key ideas

and integrates them into the rig in a way that you’ll start

to see your characters really start to bend, and you’ll

create a layer of control that can sit on top of any other

rig.

Chapter 14, “A Shot in Production,” presents five different

scenes through the complete facial animation process,



taking you inside the mind of three animators to see how

and why every pose and move was made.

What’s on the Website

The Stop Staring website, www.sybex.com/go/stopstaring3,

provides all of the tools and scene files you need to work

through the techniques taught in this book—source images

and audio, and even Maya interface controls that you can

use as-is or practice with to learn to build your own. Click

the Resources & Downloads link to access chapter files,

resources, and extras.

Use the chapter-by-chapter files as you walk through the

step-by-step instructions on how to model parts of the face,

rig them all to simplify your work, and then animate them

quickly and naturally.

Resources include the head models, interface setups, and

other elements of the scenes and shapes taught in the

book. Here you’ll find a new Maya shelf and scripts (MEL and

Python) to speed up your work.

You will also find bonus movies that continue the

demonstration of effective animation. And you get several

extra sound files to practice animating your own work!

http://www.sybex.com/go/stopstaring3


Part I: Getting to Know the

Face
Before we start animating, building, or rigging anything,

let’s be sure we’re speaking the same language. In Chapter

1, I talk about talking, pointing out the things that are

important in speech visually and isolating the things that

are not. Narrowing our focus to lip sync gives a good base

from which to build the more complicated aspects of the

work later. In Chapter 2, I define and outline, in the same

focused way, the top half of the face. In Chapter 3, we zoom

back to the entire face—the tilt of the head, wrinkles being a

good thing, and even parts of the face you didn’t know were

important.

Each chapter in this part is expanded into a detailed

explanation in a later part of the book: Chapter 1 in Part II,

Chapter 2 in Part III, and Chapter 3 in Part IV.

Chapter 1: Learning the Basics of Lip Sync

Chapter 2: What the Eyes and Brows Tell Us

Chapter 3: Facial Landmarking



Chapter 1

Learning the Basics of Lip Sync

In modeling for facial animation, mix and match is the name

of the game. Instead of building individual specialized

shapes for every phoneme and expression, like for an F or a

T, we’ll build shapes that are broader in their application,

like wide or narrow, and use combinations of them to create

all those other specialized shapes. On the animation front,

it’s all about efficiency. You want to spend your time being

creative and animating, not fighting with the complexities

that often emerge from having a face with great range. It

doesn’t sound like there’s much to these concepts for

modeling and animating, and, yeah, they really are small

and simple—but they’re huge in their details, so let’s get

into them.

Before we can jump into re-creating the things we see and

understand on faces, we need to first identify those things

we see and understand. Starting on the ground floor, this

chapter breaks down the essentials of lip sync. Next, we’ll

go into how basic speech can be broken into two basic

cycles of movement, which is what makes the sync portion

of this book so simple. Finally, at the end of this chapter,

we’ll take those two things—what’s essential and the two

cycles—and build them into a technique for animating.

The bare-bones essentials of lip sync

The two speech cycles

Starting with what’s most important: visemes

Building the simplest sync



The Essentials of Lip Sync

People overcomplicate things. It’s easy to assume that

anything that looks good must also be complex. In the world

of 3D animation, where programs are packed with mile after

mile of options, tools, and dialog boxes, overcomplication

can be an especially easy trap to fall into. Not using every

feature available to you is a good start in refining any

technique in 3D, and not always using the recommended

tools is when you’re really advancing and thinking outside

the box. Many programs have controls and systems geared

for facial animation, but you can usually find better tools for

the job in their arsenals.

If you’re fairly new to 3D, and have dabbled with lip sync,

it has probably been frustrating, complicated, difficult, and

unrewarding. In the end, most people are just glad to be

done with it and regret deciding to involve sync in their

project. We’re starting to see some amazing results come

from facial motion capture techniques, but at least for now,

that’s probably beyond the cost range for readers of this

book. Automated techniques are always improving too, but

so far, they aren’t keeping up with what a good animator or

capture technique can deliver.

Don’t despair. I will get you set up for the sync part of

things quickly and painlessly so you can spend your time on

performance (the fun stuff!). If your bag is automation,

there’s still a lot of information in here you can use to bump

the quality of that up too.

When teased apart properly, the lip sync portion of facial

animation is the easiest to understand because it’s the

simplest. You see, people’s mouths don’t do that much

during speech. Things like smiles and frowns and all sorts of

neat gooey faces are cool, and we’ll get to them later, but

for now we’re just talking sync. Plain old speech. Deadpan

and emotionless and, well, boring, is where our base will be.



Now, you’re probably thinking, “Hey! My face can do all

sorts of stuff! I don’t want to create boring animation!” Well,

you’re right on both counts: Your face can do all sorts of

things, and who really wants to do boring animation?

Nobody! For the basics, however, this is a case of learning

to walk before you can run. For now, we’re not going to

complicate it. If we jumped right into a world with hundreds

or even thousands of verbal and emotional poses (which is

how they do it in the movies), we’d never get anywhere. So,

to make sure you’re ready for the advanced hands-on work

later, we’re focusing on the most basic concept now: bare-

bones lip sync. When dealing with the essentials of lip sync

and studying people, there are just two basic motions. The

mouth goes Open/Closed, and it goes Wide/Narrow, as

illustrated in Figure 1-1.

Figure 1-1: A human mouth in the four basic poses

At its core, that’s really all that speech entails. When lip-

syncing a character with a plain circle for a mouth (which

we’ll do in just a minute), the shapes in Figure 1-2 are all

that’s needed to create the illusion of speech.

Figure 1-2: A circular spline mouth in the same four basic

poses



Your reaction to this very short list of two motions might

be, “What about poses like F where I bite my lip, or L where

I roll up my tongue?” Ignoring that kind of specificity is

precisely the point right now. We’re ignoring those highly

specialized shapes and stripping the building blocks down to

what is absolutely necessary to be understood visually. If

these two ranges—from Open to Closed and Wide to Narrow

—are all you have to draw on, you become creative with

how to utilize them. Things like F get pared back to “sort-of

closed.” When you animate this way and stop the animation

on the frame where the “sort of closed” is standing in for an

F, it is easy to say, “That’s not an F!” But in motion, you

hardly notice the lack of the specific shape—and motion is

what I’m really talking about here. You should be less

concerned with the individual frames and more concerned

with the motion and the impression that it creates. For most

animators, there is a strong instinct to add more and more

complexity too early in the lip-sync process, but too much

detail in the sync can actually detract from the acting.

Animating lip sync is all illusion. What would really be

happening isn’t nearly as relevant as the impression of what



is happening. How about M? You may be thinking, “I need to

roll my lips in together to say M, and I can’t do that with a

wide-narrow-mouth-thingamajig.” Sure you can, or at least

you can give the impression in motion that the lips are

rolled in—just close the mouth all the way—and that’s

usually going to be good enough. When you get the lip sync

good enough to create an impression of speech and then

focus your energies on the acting, others will also focus on

the acting, which is precisely what you want them to do.

Analyzing the Right Things

Let me take you on a small real-world tutorial of what is and

what is not important in speech.

Animators have a tendency to slow things down to a

super-slow-mo or frame-by-frame level and analyze in

excruciating detail what happens so as to re-create it. This is

not necessarily a bad thing, but here’s an example of how

that can break down as a method: Look in the mirror, and

then slowly and deliberately overenunciate the word pebble:

PEH-BULL. You’re trying to see exactly what happens with

your face. Watch all the details of what your lips are doing:

the little puff in your cheeks after the B; the way the pursing

of your lips for P is different than for B; how your tongue

starts its way to the roof of your mouth early in the B sound

and stays there until just a split second after the end of the

word. You’d think that all these details give you a better

idea of how to re-create the word pebble in animation,

right? Wrong! Most often, that would be exactly the wrong

way to do it. It would be the right way to animate the word

pebble if, and only if, a character was speaking slowly and

deliberately, and overenunciating. This hopefully illustrates

how a mirror can be misleading if used incorrectly. It can

very easily lead to overanalysis, and then to animation that

looks poppy and disjointed. This time, at regular,

comfortable, conversational speed, say, “How far do you



think this pebble would go if I threw it?” How did the word

pebble look that time? Check it out again, resisting the urge

to do it slowly or deliberately. As far as the word pebble is

concerned in this context, the overall visual impression is

merely closed, a little open, closed, a little open. That’s it. In

a regular delivery of that line, the word pebble will generally

look the same as the word mama or papa. Say the sentence

twice more, using the word mama and then papa in place of

pebble and compare them. Try not to change what your

mouth does, but instead notice that opening and closing the

mouth are the most significant things happening during

pebble, mama, and papa. The mouth doesn’t even open

wide enough to see a tongue, so there’s no need to worry

about it. Animating things you think should be there, but in

context are not, would be like animating a character’s

innards. You can’t see them, so animating them would be a

silly waste of the time you could otherwise spend on—you

guessed it—the acting.

Not just for our pebble, but in the vast majority of

situations, the Opens and the Closeds are the most

important things a mouth does. That’s why puppets work.

Does it really look to anyone like a puppet is actually saying

anything? Of course it doesn’t, but when a skilled puppeteer

times the opening and closing of the mouth to the vocals,

your brain wants to make that connection. You want to

believe that the character is talking, and that’s why the

single most important action in the word pebble and this

entire system is simply Open/Closed.

This is how you properly focus on the right things in basic

sync: Search for the overall impressions, and fight the urge

to bury yourself in the details too quickly.

Speech Cycles



This approach of identifying the two major cycles and

visemes (a term you’ll learn more about in just a moment) is

likely very different than what you know now if you come

from an animation background. If you’re looking for

phonemes and a letter-to-picture chart, you’re going to be

disappointed. In this approach, there is no truly absolute

shape for every letter, and in a system like this, to point you

in such a direction would do far more harm than good,

despite what you might think you want to see. Each sound’s

shape is going to be unique to its context, and you’ll learn to

think of it not as a destination shape, but as the sum of its

critical components. To start, let’s talk about the two major

speech cycles.

In its simplest form, there are two distinct and separate

cycles in basic sync: open and closed, as in jaw movement,

and narrow and wide, as in lip movement.

When I use the word cycle, I’m merely referring to how the

mouth will go from one shape to the other and then back again.

There are no other shapes along the way. The mouth will go

open, closed, open, closed; and the lips will go wide, narrow,

wide, narrow.

These two cycles don’t necessarily occur at the same time,

nor do they go all the way back and forth from one extreme

to the other all the time. The open-and-closed motions

generally line up with the puppet motion of the jaw, or flow

of air—with almost any sound being created—whereas the

wide-and-narrow motions have more to do with the kind of

sound being created. For example, the following chart shows

the Wide/Narrow sequence you get with the sentence “Why

are we watching you?”

Word Wide/Narrow Sequence

Why Narrow, wide

Are No change in shape

We Narrow, wide

Watching Narrow, slightly wide


